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“A remarkable book, from its title and subtitle to
its last words . . . A stirring indictment of
American sentimentality about war.” —Robert G.
Kaiser, The Washington Post In Looking for the
Good War, Elizabeth D. Samet reexamines the
literature, art, and culture that emerged after
World War II, bringing her expertise as a
professor of English at West Point to bear on the
complexity of the postwar period in national life.
She exposes the confusion about American
identity that was expressed during and
immediately after the war, and the deep national
ambivalence toward war, violence, and
veterans—all of which were suppressed in
subsequent decades by a dangerously
sentimental attitude toward the United States’
“exceptional” history and destiny. Samet finds
the war's ambivalent legacy in some of its most
heavily mythologized figures: the war
correspondent epitomized by Ernie Pyle, the
character of the erstwhile G.I. turned either cop
or criminal in the pulp fiction and feature films
of the late 1940s, the disaffected Civil War
veteran who looms so large on the screen in the
Cold War Western, and the resurgent military
hero of the post-Vietnam period. Taken together,
these figures reveal key elements of postwar
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attitudes toward violence, liberty, and
nation—attitudes that have shaped domestic and
foreign policy and that respond in various ways to
various assumptions about national identity and
purpose established or affirmed by World War II.
As the United States reassesses its roles in
Afghanistan and the Middle East, the time has
come to rethink our national mythology: the way
that World War II shaped our sense of national
destiny, our beliefs about the use of American
military force throughout the world, and our
inability to accept the realities of the twenty-first
century’s decades of devastating conflict.
This book tells the dramatic story of the
recruitment and training of a group of German
communist exiles by the London office of the
Office of Strategic Services for key spy missions
into Nazi Germany during the final months of
World War II. The book chronicles their stand
against the rise of Hitler in 1930s that caused
them to flee Germany for Czechoslovakia and
then England where they resettled and awaited
an opportunity to get back into the war against
the Nazis. That chance would arrive in late 1944
when the OSS recruited them for these important
missions which became part of the historic
German Penetration Campaign. Some of the
German exiles carried out successful missions
that provided key military intelligence to the
Allied armies advancing into Germany while
others suffered untimely deaths immediately
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upon the dispatch of their missions that still
raise troubling issues. And based on declassified
East German government files, this book also
reveals that notwithstanding the US military
alliance with the Soviet Union, a few of the
German communist exiles betrayed the trust that
the OSS had placed in them by working with a
secret spy network in England that enabled its
agents to receive top secret mission related
information and OSS sources and methods. That
spy network was run by the GRU, the Red Army
military intelligence service. This is the same
intelligence service that has just been cited by US
law enforcement officers as having hacked into
computers run by the Democratic National
Committee and launched a social media
campaign in order to influence the outcome of
the 2016 U.S. presidential election. While the
dual loyalties of the German exiles later became
known to the United States military, such
knowledge did not prevent it from posthumously
awarding military decorations to the men who led
these missions. Until that day, no German
national had ever been presented with such
medals for their service to the Allied armies in
World War II.
From an acclaimed military historian, a
fascinating account of just how close the Allies
were to losing World War II. Most of us rally
around the glory of the Allies' victory over the
Nazis in World War II. The story is often told of
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how the good fight was won by an astonishing
array of manpower and stunning tactics.
However, what is often overlooked is how the
intersection between Adolf Hitler's influential
personality and his military strategy was critical
in causing Germany to lose the war. With an
acute eye for detail and his use of clear prose,
Bevin Alexander goes beyond counterfactual
"What if?" history and explores for the first time
just how close the Allies were to losing the war.
Using beautifully detailed, newly designed maps,
How Hitler Could Have Won World War II
exquisitely illustrates the important battles and
how certain key movements and mistakes by
Germany were crucial in determining the war's
outcome. Alexander's harrowing study shows how
only minor tactical changes in Hitler's military
approach could have changed the world we live in
today. Alexander probes deeply into the crucial
intersection between Hitler's psyche and military
strategy and how his paranoia fatally
overwhelmed his acute political shrewdness to
answer the most terrifying question: Just how
close were the Nazis to victory?
Between 1933 and 1945, more than three million
children between the ages of seven and sixteen
were taken from their homes and sent to Hitler
Youth paramilitary camps to be toughened up
and taught how to be obedient Germans.
Separated from their families, these children
often endured abuse by the adults in charge. This
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mass phenomenon that affected a whole
generation of Germans remains almost
undocumented. In this memoir, Jost Hermand, a
German cultural critic and historian who spent
much of his youth in five different camps, writes
about his experiences during this period.
Hermand also gives background into the camp's
creation and development.
The Second World War
A Hitler Youth in Poland
Stalin, the Nazis, and the West
The World War II Invasion That Changed History
Rather Die Fighting
Hitler's American Gamble
Empire Beneath the Ice

Frank Blaichman was sixteen years old when
the war broke out. In 1942, the killings began
in Poland. With his family and friends
decimated by the roundups, Blaichman
decided that he would rather die fighting; he
set off for the forest to find the underground
bunkers of Jews who had already escaped.
Together they formed a partisan force
dedicated to fighting the Germans. This is a
harrowing, utterly moving memoir of a young
Polish Jew who chose not to go quietly and
defied the mighty German war machine
during World War II.
A riveting account of the five most crucial
days in twentieth-century diplomatic history:
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from Pearl Harbor to Hitler’s declaration of
war on the United States By early December
1941, war had changed much of the world
beyond recognition. Nazi Germany occupied
most of the European continent, while in
Asia, the Second Sino-Japanese War had
turned China into a battleground. But these
conflicts were not yet inextricably
linked—and the United States remained at
peace. Hitler’s American Gamble recounts
the five days that upended everything:
December 7 to 11. Tracing developments in
real time and backed by deep archival
research, historians Brendan Simms and
Charlie Laderman show how Hitler’s
intervention was not the inexplicable decision
of a man so bloodthirsty that he forgot all
strategy, but a calculated risk that can only
be understood in a truly global context. This
book reveals how December 11, not Pearl
Harbor, was the real watershed that created
a world war and transformed international
history.
A historian examines why Hungary allied with
the Nazis, and the devastating consequences
for the country. The full story of Hungary’s
participation in World War II is part of a
fascinating tale of rise and fall, of hopes
dashed and dreams in tatters. Using
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previously untapped sources and interviews
she conducted for this book, Deborah S.
Cornelius provides a clear account of
Hungary’s attempt to regain the glory of the
Hungarian Kingdom by joining forces with
Nazi Germany—a decision that today seems
doomed to fail from the start. For scholars
and history buffs alike, Hungary in World
War II is a riveting read. After the First World
War, the new country of Hungary lost more
than 70 percent of its territory and saw its
population reduced by nearly the same
percentage. But in the early years of World
War II, Hungary enjoyed boom times—and
the dream of restoring the Hungarian
Kingdom began to rise again. As the war
engulfed Europe, Hungary was drawn into an
alliance with Nazi Germany. When the
Germans appeared to give Hungary much of
its pre-World War I territory, Hungarians
began to delude themselves into believing
they had won their long-sought objective.
Instead, the final year of the world war
brought widespread destruction and a
genocidal war against Hungarian Jews.
Caught between two warring behemoths, the
country became a battleground for German
and Soviet forces—and in the wake of the
war, Hungary suffered further devastation
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under Soviet occupation and forty-five years
of communist rule. This is the story of a
tumultuous time and a little-known chapter in
the sweeping history of World War II.
Now a green open space enjoyed by
residents, Fort Hunt, Virginia, about 15 miles
south of Washington, DC. was the site of one
of the highest-level, clandestine operations
during World War II. Shortly after the United
States entered World War II, the US military
realized that it had to work on exploiting any
advantages it might gain on the Axis Powers.
One part of these endeavors was to establish
a secret facility not too close, but also not too
far from the Pentagon which would
interrogate and eavesdrop on the highestlevel Nazi prisoners and also translate and
analyze captured German war documents.
That complex was established at Fort Hunt,
known by the code name: PO Box 1142. The
American servicemen who interrogated
German prisoners or translated captured
German documents were young, bright,
hardworking, and absolutely dedicated to
their work. Many of them were Jews, who had
escaped Nazi Germany as childrensome had
come to America with their parents, others
had escaped alone, but their experiences and
those they had been forced to leave behind
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meant they all had personal motivation to do
whatever they could to defeat Nazi Germany.
They were perfect for the difficult and
complex job at hand. They never used
corporal punishment in interrogations of
German soldiers but developed and deployed
dozens of tricks to gain information. The
Allies won the war against Hitler for a host of
reasons, discussed in hundreds of volumes.
This is the first book to describe the
intelligence operations at PO Box 1142 and
their part in that success. It will never be
known how many American lives were
spared, or whether the war ended sooner
with the programs at Fort Hunt, but they
doubtless did make a difference. Moreover
these programs gave the young Jewish men
stationed there the chance to combat the evil
that had befallen them and their families.
World War II.
The Nazis Next Door
The Top-Secret Intelligence Operation that
Helped Win World War II
The Story of Collaboration, Resistance, and
Retribution during World War II
Nazi Propaganda during World War II and
the Holocaust
A Novel About the Aftermath of a Nazi
Victory
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Hitler and the Nazis
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant
readers! In the 1940s, Adolf Hitler and his Nazi German
forces were taking control of European countries. They
killed and assaulted people, stealing food and other
supplies for themselves. Many in the occupied areas felt
helpless. But others fought back. Resistance fighters
throughout Europe sabotaged equipment and supply lines,
gave false information to the enemy, gathered and shared
intelligence with the Allied military forces, and hid and
rescued threatened Jews. Learn more about the individuals
who were not part of any official military group but who
found creative ways to quietly fight the Nazis.
A definitive account of World War II by America's
preeminent military historian. World War II was the most
lethal conflict in human history. Never before had a war
been fought on so many diverse landscapes and in so
many different ways, from rocket attacks in London to
jungle fighting in Burma to armor strikes in Libya. The
Second World Wars examines how combat unfolded in
the air, at sea, and on land to show how distinct conflicts
among disparate combatants coalesced into one
interconnected global war. Drawing on 3,000 years of
military history, bestselling author Victor Davis Hanson
argues that despite its novel industrial barbarity, neither
the war's origins nor its geography were unusual. Nor was
its ultimate outcome surprising. The Axis powers were
well prepared to win limited border conflicts, but once
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they blundered into global war, they had no hope of
victory. An authoritative new history of astonishing
breadth, The Second World Wars offers a stunning
reinterpretation of history's deadliest conflict.
Expertly contextualized by two leading historians in the
field, this unique collection offers 13 accounts of
individual experiences of World War II from across
Europe. It sees contributors describe their recent
ancestors' experiences ranging from a Royal Air Force
pilot captured in Yugoslavia and a Spanish communist in
the French resistance to two young Jewish girls caught in
the siege of Leningrad. Contributors draw upon a variety
of sources, such as contemporary diaries and letters,
unpublished postwar memoirs, video footage as well as
conversations in the family setting. These chapters attest
to the enormous impact that war stories of family
members had on subsequent generations. The story of a
father who survived Nazi captivity became a lesson in
resilience for a daughter with personal difficulties,
whereas the story of a grandfather who served the Nazis
became a burden that divided the family. At its heart,
Family Histories of World War II concerns human
experiences in supremely difficult times and their
meaning for subsequent generations.
Sibert Honor author Deborah Hopkinson brings her
signature action-packed narrative style to one of the most
crucial battles of WWII. The WWII invasion known as DDay was the largest military endeavor in history. By June
6, 1944, Hitler and his allies had a strong grip on the
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European continent, where Nazi Germany was engaged in
the mass extermination of the Jewish people. The goal of
D-Day was the total defeat of Hitler's regime, and the
defense of free democracies everywhere. Knowing they
had to breach the French coast, the US, Great Britain, and
Canada planned for the impossible. D-Day was an
invasion not for conquest, but liberation, and required
years to plan and total secrecy to keep the advantage of
surprise. Once deployed, Operation Overlord involved
soldiers, sailors, paratroopers, and specialists. Acclaimed
author Deborah Hopkinson weaves together the
contributions of not only D-Day's famous players, but
African Americans, women, journalists, and service
members in a masterful tapestry of official documents,
personal narratives, and archival photos to bring this
decisive battle to vivid, thrilling life.
The Fatal Errors That Led to Nazi Defeat
D-day
D-Day Girls
World War Ii 1939-1948
Pearl Harbor and Germany's March to Global War
Defeating the Nazis: A Triumph of Courage, Military
Strategy, and Endurance
Drugs in Nazi Germany
Complicated Complicity is about the forms taken, motives
and spectrum of actions of European collaboration with the
Nazis. State authorities, local military organizations and
individual players in different countries and areas including
France, Scandinavia, Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine, Romania,
Hungary, Slovakia, Greece, Italy, Portugal and the countries
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of the former Yugoslavia are discussed in the context of the
history of World War II, the history of occupation and
everyday life and as an essential influencing factor in the
Holocaust. New forms of right-wing populism, nationalism
and growing intolerance of Jewish fellow citizens and
minorities have made such historically sensitive studies
considerably more difficult in many countries today. In this
time of increasing historical revisionism in Europe, such
elucidating discourse is particularly relevant.
Photographs help document the rise of the Nazi party,
Hitler's private life, and the political intrigues of party
members.
Threatened with extermination, many Jewish people
refused to go passively to their deaths at the hands of the
Nazis during World War II and instead put up heroic
resistance. Prisoners at Sobibór and Treblinka organized
successful revolts, while at Auschwitz they sacrificed their
lives to dynamite the crematorium. Beyond the barbed wire
of the camps, hundreds of Jewish people were active in the
French resistance and thousands fought with partisans in
other occupied countries. One and a half million more
served in the Allied armed forces. Incredibly, it took the
Nazis longer to subdue the forces of the Warsaw ghetto
than it had taken them to defeat the Polish army in 1939.
This book reveals a little known chapter of history and
uncovers many stories of amazing courage in the face of
overwhelming odds.
I have always been fascinated by war and warriors. As a
child, soldiers were my heroes and they still are. But as I
matured and began to understand the horror of war and the
extraordinary damage it does to those who fight, I have
become passionate about preventing war. Evil is part and
parcel of war and no form of it has been more demonic than
the Nazis. To say they could not be resurrected is to deny
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that history repeats itself. Only if we are forever vigilant can
we ensure that catasthophic war and the racist movements
that so often enable it will never again threaten our
existence. This book is my call for the eternal watchfulness
that is our only hope for preventing war.
World War II Resistance Fighters
Hungary in World War II
Blitzed
The OSS and the Men of the TOOL Missions
Thefts of Art, Manuscripts, Stamps and Jewelry in Europe
Family Histories of World War II
Caught in the Cauldron
How does a nation recover from fascism and turn toward
a free society once more? This internationally acclaimed
revelatory history—"filled with first-person accounts from
articles and diaries" (The New York Times)—of the
transformational decade that followed World War II
illustrates how Germany raised itself out of the ashes of
defeat and reckoned with the corruption of its soul and
the horrors of the Holocaust. Featuring over 40 eyeopening black-and-white photographs and posters from
the period. The years 1945 to 1955 were a raw, wild
decade that found many Germans politically,
economically, and morally bankrupt. Victorious Allied
forces occupied the four zones that make up present-day
Germany. More than half the population was displaced;
10 million newly released forced laborers and several
million prisoners of war returned to an uncertain
existence. Cities lay in ruins—no mail, no trains, no
traffic—with bodies yet to be found beneath the towering
rubble. Aftermath received wide acclaim and spent fortyeight weeks on the best-seller list in Germany when it
was published there in 2019. It is the first history of
Germany's national mentality in the immediate postwar
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years. Using major global political developments as a
backdrop, Harald Jähner weaves a series of life stories
into a nuanced panorama of a nation undergoing
monumental change. Poised between two eras, this
decade is portrayed by Jähner as a period that proved
decisive for Germany's future—and one starkly different
from how most of us imagine it today.
This volume of Campfire's graphic history of World War II
deals with the war in Europe from the rise of the Nazis
through to May 1945 and VE Day. World War II shows the
effects of the war on the soldiers, the refugees, the
victims and protagonists of the most terrible conflict the
world has ever known. In a world that is forgetting the
lessons history has to teach, this book is a reminder of
the horrors that come from intolerance. In the 1930s, a
great evil was rising in the heart of Europe, a threat
unlike any seen before. German leader Adolf Hitler, a
madman bent on world domination, was raising an army
and growing more violent by the day. The world knew
that Hitler had to be stopped. But fearing a war, this
growing threat of Hitler's Nazi army was left unchecked.
The world simply watched as Germany sank into
darkness. The world merely prayed that war would not
breach their borders. The world waited. And they waited
too long. As cities fell to ruin and millions were
slaughtered, the growing darkness of Hitler and his Nazi
empire branched out far beyond Europe—to Asia and
Africa and America—and soon threatened to claim the
entire world. France, England, Russia, the United States…
no single nation had the strength to combat this
darkness, at least not on their own. With the fate of the
world hanging in the balance, the one final, desperate
hope was that all of these nations united together might
muster the strength to save humanity.
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"The ... story of the ... women recruited by Britain's elite
spy agency to sabotage the Nazis, shore up the
Resistance, and pave the way for Allied victory in World
War II."-A Newsweek Best Book of the Year: “Captivating . . .
rooted in first-rate research” (The New York Times Book
Review). In this New York Times bestseller, once-secret
government records and interviews tell the full story of
the thousands of Nazis—from concentration camp guards
to high-level officers in the Third Reich—who came to the
United States after World War II and quietly settled into
new lives. Many gained entry on their own as self-styled
war “refugees.” But some had help from the US
government. The CIA, the FBI, and the military all put
Hitler’s minions to work as spies, intelligence assets,
and leading scientists and engineers, whitewashing their
histories. Only years after their arrival did private sleuths
and government prosecutors begin trying to identify the
hidden Nazis. Now, relying on a trove of newly disclosed
documents and scores of interviews, Pulitzer
Prize–winning investigative reporter Eric Lichtblau
reveals this little-known and “disturbing” chapter of
postwar history (Salon).
How the First Global Conflict Was Fought and Won
Aftermath
World War II Behind Closed Doors
Impacts from World War Ii
How the Nazis Won World War II
Hitler's American Friends
The Nazis
In this revelatory chronicle of World War II,
Laurence Rees documents the dramatic and
secret deals that helped make the war
possible and prompted some of the most
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crucial decisions made during the conflict.
Drawing on material available only since the
opening of archives in Eastern Europe and
Russia, as well as amazing new testimony from
nearly a hundred separate witnesses from the
period—Rees reexamines the key choices made
by Stalin, Churchill and Roosevelt during the
war, and presents, in a compelling and fresh
way, the reasons why the people of Poland,
the Baltic states, and other European
countries simply swapped the rule of one
tyrant for another. Surprising, incisive, and
endlessly intriguing, World War II Behind
Closed Doors will change the way we think
about the Second World War.
A masterful and comprehensive chronicle of
World War II, by internationally bestselling
historian Antony Beevor. Over the past two
decades, Antony Beevor has established
himself as one of the world's premier
historians of WWII. His multi-award winning
books have included Stalingrad and The Fall
of Berlin 1945. Now, in his newest and most
ambitious book, he turns his focus to one of
the bloodiest and most tragic events of the
twentieth century, the Second World War. In
this searing narrative that takes us from
Hitler's invasion of Poland on September 1st,
1939 to V-J day on August 14, 1945 and the
war's aftermath, Beevor describes the
conflict and its global reach -- one that
included every major power. The result is a
dramatic and breathtaking single-volume
history that provides a remarkably intimate
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account of the war that, more than any other,
still commands attention and an audience.
Thrillingly written and brilliantly
researched, Beevor's grand and provocative
account is destined to become the definitive
work on this complex, tragic, and endlessly
fascinating period in world history, and
confirms once more that he is a military
historian of the first rank.
Author Hartmut Wegner was born in 1933 near
Berlin, Germany, the same year Adolf Hitler
took control and built the country into a
strong economic and military stronghold. In
Growing Up German, Wegner shares his story
from the viewpoint of a young boy growing up
under the Nazi regime. This memoir follows
the boy from the beginning of World War II in
1939, when the Nazis and Adolf Hitler started
their march to conquer the world; through to
the wars end in 1945 and the recovery
afterward; to the development in his teens in
Berlin; and then to his immigration with his
family to United States in 1954 at age
twenty. He narrates the numerous shocking
experiences that had an emotional impact on
his young life. In addition to sharing his
recollections, Wegner offers his opinions on
World War II from his perspective later in
life. Offering a straightforward firsthand
account of the events in Germany during World
War II, Growing Up German gives keen insight
into what life was like for one boy and his
family during a tumultuous and tragic time in
world history.
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The first months of 1945, which brought the
long war in Europe to an end, were some of
the most remarkable in history. The Allies
scored stunning victories, Franklin Roosevelt
died, Hitler committed suicide, and finally,
in May, the Germans surrendered and
celebrations around the world began, even as
war in the Pacific raged on. Victory in
Europe charts the events of these incredible
days.
The Spies who Armed the Resistance, Sabotaged
the Nazis, and Helped Win World War II
Life in the Fallout of the Third Reich,
1945-1955
World War Two: Under the Shadow of the
Swastika
World War II: The Nazis
The Nazis' Program for Evacuating Children
During World War II
The Jewish Resistance
If the Allies Had Fallen
Photographs help document the rise of the
Nazi party, Hitler's private life, and the
political intrigues of party members
The sheer magnitude of the Holocaust has
commanded our attention for the past sixty
years. The extent of atrocities, however, has
overshadowed the calculus Nazis used to
justify their deeds. According to German
wartime media, it was German citizens who
were targeted for extinction by a vast
international conspiracy. Leading the assault
was an insidious, belligerent Jewish clique,
so crafty and powerful that it managed to
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manipulate the actions of Roosevelt,
Churchill, and Stalin. Hitler portrayed the
Holocaust as a defensive act, a necessary
move to destroy the Jews before they
destroyed Germany. Joseph Goebbels, Minister
of Propaganda, and Otto Dietrich's Press
Office translated this fanatical vision into
a coherent cautionary narrative, which the
Nazi propaganda machine disseminated into the
recesses of everyday life. Calling on
impressive archival research, Jeffrey Herf
recreates the wall posters that Germans saw
while waiting for the streetcar, the radio
speeches they heard at home or on the street,
the headlines that blared from newsstands.
The Jewish Enemy is the first extensive study
of how anti-Semitism pervaded and shaped Nazi
propaganda during World War II and the
Holocaust, and how it pulled together the
diverse elements of a delusionary Nazi
worldview. Here we find an original and
haunting exposition of the ways in which
Hitler legitimized war and genocide to his
own people, as necessary to destroy an
allegedly omnipotent Jewish foe. In an era
when both anti-Semitism and conspiracy
theories continue to influence world
politics, Herf offers a timely reminder of
their dangers along with a fresh
interpretation of the paranoia underlying the
ideology of the Third Reich.
This book examines the significance of
alliances in the international system,
focusing on the dynamics between great and
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regional powers, and on the alliances Nazi
Germany made during World War II, and their
implications for Germany. It examines a
variety of case studies and looks at how each
of the respective states contributed to or
weakened Nazi Germany’s warfighting
capabilities. The cases cover the principal
Axis members Italy and Japan, secondary Axis
allies Hungary and Romania, as well as
neutral states that had economic and military
significance for Germany, namely Bulgaria,
Iran, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and
Vichy France. Additional case studies include
topics such as the German attempts to
cultivate Arab nationalism, focusing on
German involvement in the coup in Iraq
against the pro-British government, and the
wartime state of Croatia, whose creation was
made possible by Germany, with the rivalry
between Germany and Italy for control being a
major focus. The book also includes a case
study exploring the unique position of
Finland among German allies as a democracy
and how the country was essentially fighting
a very different war from Nazi Germany. This
will be of interest to students and academics
with an interest in power dynamics in World
War II, economic, political, strategic, and
alliance theory, and scholarly debate on
Nazism and Europe.
A fascinating and enlightening explanation of
the dilemma Switzerland found itself in
during the 1930's and 1940's. --Publishers
Weekly
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How America Became a Safe Haven for Hitler's
Men
How Hitler Could Have Won World War II
A Memoir of World War II
Target Switzerland
Uprisings against the Nazis in World War II
World War II - Victory in Europe
Growing up German

The story of the Nazis, their extravagant spectacles, and
their extreme cruelty.
The sheer magnitude of the Holocaust has commanded
our attention for the past sixty years. The extent of
atrocities, however, has overshadowed the calculus
Nazis used to justify their deeds. According to German
wartime media, it was German citizens who were
targeted for extinction by a vast international conspiracy.
Leading the assault was an insidious, belligerent Jewish
clique, so crafty and powerful that it managed to
manipulate the actions of Roosevelt, Churchill, and
Stalin. Hitler portrayed the Holocaust as a defensive act,
a necessary move to destroy the Jews before they
destroyed Germany. Joseph Goebbels, Minister of
Propaganda, and Otto Dietrich’s Press Office translated
this fanatical vision into a coherent cautionary narrative,
which the Nazi propaganda machine disseminated into
the recesses of everyday life. Calling on impressive
archival research, Jeffrey Herf recreates the wall posters
that Germans saw while waiting for the streetcar, the
radio speeches they heard at home or on the street, the
headlines that blared from newsstands. The Jewish
Enemy is the first extensive study of how anti-Semitism
pervaded and shaped Nazi propaganda during World
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War II and the Holocaust, and how it pulled together the
diverse elements of a delusionary Nazi worldview. Here
we find an original and haunting exposition of the ways in
which Hitler legitimized war and genocide to his own
people, as necessary to destroy an allegedly omnipotent
Jewish foe. In an era when both anti-Semitism and
conspiracy theories continue to influence world politics,
Herf offers a timely reminder of their dangers along with
a fresh interpretation of the paranoia underlying the
ideology of the Third Reich.
Renowned scholar István Deák brings us the
comparative history of collaboration, retribution, and
resistance during World War II.
Award-winning, critically acclaimed author Alan Gratz
(Prisoner B-3087) returns with another gripping World
War II story, this time about a spy in the Hitler Youth.
Infiltrate. Befriend. Sabotage.World War II is raging.
Michael O'Shaunessey, originally from Ireland, now lives
in Nazi Germany with his parents. Like the other boys in
his school, Michael is a member of the Hitler Youth.But
Michael has a secret. He and his parents are spies.
Michael despises everything the Nazis stand for. But he
joins in the Hitler Youth's horrific games and book
burnings, playing the part so he can gain insider
knowledge. When Michael learns about Projekt 1065, a
secret Nazi war mission, things get even more
complicated. He must prove his loyalty to the Hitler
Youth at all costs -- even if it means risking everything he
cares about.Including... his own life.From acclaimed
author Alan Gratz (Prisoner B-3087) comes a pulsepounding novel about facing fears and fighting for what
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matters most.
American Amnesia and the Violent Pursuit of Happiness
Swiss Armed Neutrality In World War II
Nazis on the Potomac
The Ramifications of Nazi Alliance Politics in World War
II
The Second World Wars
A Novel of World War II
Looking for the Good War

A book examining the strange terrain of
Nazi sympathizers, nonintervention
campaigners and other voices in America
who advocated on behalf of Nazi Germany
in the years before World War II.
Americans who remember World War II
reminisce about how it brought the
country together. The less popular
truth behind this warm nostalgia: until
the attack on Pearl Harbor, America was
deeply, dangerously divided. Bradley W.
Hart's Hitler's American Friends
exposes the homegrown antagonists who
sought to protect and promote Hitler,
leave Europeans (and especially
European Jews) to fend for themselves,
and elevate the Nazi regime. Some of
these friends were Americans of German
heritage who joined the Bund, whose
leadership dreamed of installing a
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stateside Führer. Some were as bizarre
and hair-raising as the Silver Shirt
Legion, run by an eccentric who claimed
that Hitler fulfilled a religious
prophesy. Some were Midwestern
Catholics like Father Charles Coughlin,
an early right-wing radio star who
broadcast anti-Semitic tirades. They
were even members of Congress who used
their franking privilege—sending mail
at cost to American taxpayers—to
distribute German propaganda. And
celebrity pilot Charles Lindbergh ended
up speaking for them all at the America
First Committee. We try to tell
ourselves it couldn't happen here, but
Americans are not immune to the lure of
fascism. Hitler's American Friends is a
powerful look at how the forces of evil
manipulate ordinary people, how we
stepped back from the ledge, and the
disturbing ease with which we could
return to it.
"In Empire Beneath the Ice, author
Stephen Quayle reveals why most of what
you learned about World War II and the
defeat of Nazi Germany is wrong. You'll
discover: Why the suppressed evidence
proves Adolf Hitler didn't die before
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Germany surrendered during WWII, and
how he eluded capture. How Nazi SS
members, scientists, and soldiers
escaped with Hitler to create colonies
in other parts of the world to continue
their monstrous research. Why in 1947
Admiral Richard E. Byrd warned that the
US should adopt measures to protect
against an invasion by hi-tech aircraft
coming from the polar regions, adding,
"The time has ended when we were able
to take refuge in our isolation and
rely on the certainty that the
distances, the oceans, and the poles
were a guarantee of safety." How, using
advanced technology, Nazi saucers
defeated the US military - long after
WWII was supposedly over. Why the US
space program was mostly a sham, and
why the "UFOs" that started appearing
around the world in the late 1940s were
(and still are) most likely flown by
Nazi pilots. How key government,
manufacturing, pharmaceutical,
financial leaders, and institutions
helped Hitler come into power, and
facilitated the preservation of Nazi
wealth and power after WWII. Why
today's world is secretly controlled by
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a malevolent shadow government and
entire populations are being
surreptitiously brainwashed. How
ancient stargates have been duplicated
to open portals into spiritual and
demonic universes. Why those
controlling our planet have laid the
groundwork for a takeover by a dictator
who could best be described as the
Antichrist of the Bible. Empire Beneath
the Ice exposes the dangers our world
faces, and will arm you with the tools
you need to counter these unspeakable,
secret evils." --Publisher description.
Looting has long been recognized as one
of the crimes committed by the Third
Reich during World War II, a crime
which stripped economic wealth and
artistic treasures from the populations
the Nazis terrorized. This historical
text reveals the shocking extent of
looting by Allied forces, exploring
their thievery against the Germans and
others. It follows the journey of the
Hungarian Crown Treasure from a muddy
oil drum in Austria to Fort Knox and
back to Hungary, and discusses numerous
lost treasures ranging from priceless
art works to rare manuscripts,
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including the earliest known printing
by the Gutenberg press.
Discusses Adolf Hitler, his rise to
power, the Nazification of Germany, the
fate of the Jews, and the Third Reich
during World War II.
Europe on Trial
Complicated Complicity
Sixty Alternate Scenarios of World War
II
The Third Reich's Supporters in the
United States
Hitler’s Allies
European Collaboration with Nazi
Germany during World War II
The NazisTime Life Medical
The sensational German bestseller on the
overwhelming role of drug-taking in the
Third Reich, from Hitler to housewives.
'Bursting with interesting facts' Vice
'Extremely interesting ... a serious piece
of scholarship, very well researched' Ian
Kershaw The Nazis presented themselves as
warriors against moral degeneracy. Yet, as
Norman Ohler's gripping bestseller
reveals, the entire Third Reich was
permeated with drugs: cocaine, heroin,
morphine and, most of all,
methamphetamines, or crystal meth, used by
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everyone from factory workers to
housewives, and crucial to troops'
resilience - even partly explaining German
victory in 1940. The promiscuous use of
drugs at the very highest levels also
impaired and confused decision-making,
with Hitler and his entourage taking
refuge in potentially lethal cocktails of
stimulants administered by the physician
Dr Morell as the war turned against
Germany. While drugs cannot on their own
explain the events of the Second World War
or its outcome, Ohler shows, they change
our understanding of it. Blitzed forms a
crucial missing piece of the story.
Alternative military strategies of the
Second World War.
Survivors and Descendants
Projekt 1065
German Anti-Nazi Espionage in the Second
World War
Allied Looting in World War II
The Jewish Enemy
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